
TOFT NESSA
Price: £500.00   (excl VAT)
Sire: ACCOYO ALPACAS ARAGORN (SW)
Dam: TOFT NOOTLIN
Type: Pregnant Female (Pregnant)
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: White (Solid Colour)
Registered With: British Alpaca Society
UKBAS 17897
Date of Birth: 17th May 2011

TOFT NESSA

White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

ACCOYO ALPACAS ARAGORN (SW)

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

TOFT NOOTLIN

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

ACCOYO MACHIAVELLI (IMP) (SW)

ACCOYO ALLIANZA ANGELINA (IMP) (SW)

TOFT CUSCO (SW

TOFT NUTMEG (SLF)

Accoyo Peruvian male

Accoyo Peruvian female

Accoyo Peruvian male

Accoyo Peruvian female

RIO of ATLANTIC (IMP) (SW)

ANTARTICA of ATLANTIC (IMP) (SW)

PA ACCOYO CORNELIUS (SW)

SNOWSTORM (IMP) (SW)

Description: 

TOFT Nessa is a mature solid white Accoyo female out of  ACCOYO ALPACAS Aragorn and TOFT Nootlin. 

As you can see from her statistics above she maintained a reasonably fine uniform fleece for a number of years. To be
realistic at 13 years old her fleece is now best used to stuff duvets and after 10 years of producing consistent cria year
on year we couldn't really expect more.

TOFT Nessa:- is a compact alpaca. Although a little smaller than the norm she does not always produce 'compact'
replicas of herself  as  her offspring Toft Namorita and Toft Kanoko will testify.

However if you'd prefer to breed a more 'compact' alpaca than the norm then Nessa and her offspring  could provide you
with a very neat starter herd of smaller alpacas to get you going. If this is indeed your preference then please get in
touch because we could do a great deal on a package of the 'Family of Nessa' a line of very cute 'compact' alpacas all
with a easy going temperament, all halter trained and easy to handle. packed with top quality genetics, carrying good
fine fleeces  with a tendency to throw a smaller alpaca, but not always.

TOFT Nessa is offered for sale at a real bargain price considering the offspring she has produced over the years here at
TOFT.  Purchasing Toft Nessa represents a real bargain to someone who wants to add a consistent charming reliable
mother to their herd who gets pregnant at the drop of a hat and has the potential to produce quality offspring for a few
years to come.  



TOFT Nessa has maintained her place in our breeding programme over the years because she has consistently
produced strong fine cria been has only ever produced female cria until 2022 when she suddenly produced her first
male Toft Natsuki (MF) who made his way into our show team for the Heart Of England Fiesta 2023 where he acheived
a fourth in a very competitive class. Mated to our coloured males over the past couple of years she has  consistently
produced Mid Fawn cria with excellent fleece.

TOFT Nessa's offspring can be viewed on farm.

TOFT Nessa  is scanned pregnant  for 2024 to TOFT Gotti our very impressive young Medium Fawn Stud Male out of
TOFT Gabbi and CUZCO Freddy. 

TOFT Nessa is scanned pregnant for 2024 to TOFT Gotti 

EDD:- 20/7/2024

Name of covering male: TOFT GOTTI (SMF) (Medium Fawn)
Last Mating Date: 3rd August 2023
Estimated Date Cria Due (Pregnant Female): 3rd July 2024
Number of Crias bred from female: 8

TOFT NESSA


